INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
POWER BAR for WORKSTATIONS

INTRODUCTION: Power Bar mounts to C-Rail commonly used on workstations. The power bar is available with mounting bar or separately for attachment to an existing Bin Bar.

Installing POWER BAR/MOUNTING BAR Assembly
A1. Power Bar and Mounting Bar are factory assembled. If Power Bar and Mounting Bar have not been pre-assembled, or if Power Bar needs side-to-side adjustment on mounting bar, follow steps B1 – B3 at right.
A2. Mount assembly to workstation. Loosen track nuts on Hanger Plates so that they will slide into column from top. (Fig. 2)

NOTE: It may be necessary to first remove workstation components mounted above desired location of Power Bar.

A4. Plug cord into suitable 120v outlet.

Installing POWER BAR to existing Bin Bar.
B1. Remove backing from rubber bumpers and affix to back of Power Bar directly behind electrical receptacles and mounting brackets. Refer to Figure 1–General Arrangement.
B3. Loosen lock nuts on mounting brackets and slide hooks out (Fig. 3 & 4). Position brackets over Power Bar. Slide hooks in to hold assembly in place on Bin Bar. Tighten locknuts.
B4. If necessary, reposition Bin Bar on workstation by loosening track nuts and sliding bar. Tighten track nuts, clamping bar in place.
B5. Plug cord into suitable 120v outlet.

Figure 1–General Arrangement
Figure 2-Support Bar Installation
Figure 3-End View
Figure 4-Bracket Detail
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